
WEEK beginning 15th June 

STRUCTURED LEARNING YEAR 4 

The Old Lady and Her Son 

Way, way North as far North as you can possibly go, where the world is white 

with snow and ice from one year’s end to the next, there lived and old woman.  

Her name was Kesuk and she was all alone in the world. But although she had no 

husband or children to hunt for her, and she was too old to hunt for herself, she 

never went hungry. 

She lived in a village where everyone looked after each other, and her 

neighbours made sure she always had food. When they went hunting they would 

bring Kesuk a piece of whale meat, or seal blubber 

But though her stomach was full enough, her heart sometimes ached with 

loneliness for there was no one to wake up with as each day dawned, or to tell 

stories to as night fell. Even though her neighbours were kind, she still 

sometimes wished for someone of her own to sit by the fire with.  

One day when the men of the village went out hunting, the found a little bear 

cub, curled up and frozen in the snow.  

“His mother must have abandoned him” the hunters decided, “Or been killed by 

another village. Her poor cub has frozen to death.” 

They carried the cub back to the village and took it to the old woman.  

“We’ve brought this for you,” they said. “There’s lots of meat on it and it will 

keep you fed for days.” 

Kesuk was delighted and took the bear cub into her house to thaw it ready for 

cooking. 

But as the little bear grew warmer, Kesuk noticed that it was moving- not dead 

at all! 



She moved him closer to the fire and fed him tenderly with whale milk and seal 

blubber. As the bear gradually recovered he nuzzled up to the old woman and 

fell asleep. Kesuk whispered in his snowy white ear: “Since you have no mother 

and I have no son, we shall be everything to each other,” she said. 

“I will be your mother and you will be my child, and we shall do very nicely.” 

As the days and weeks went by, the little bear learnt how to hunt, both by 

watching the human hunters, and through instinct, for every bear can hunt- it is 

only natural. Kesuk grew quite plump from all the food the bear caught for her, 

and she was soon able to repay the kindness of her neighbours, for the bear 

caught more than the two of them could eat. 

Kesuk called the little bear K’eyush, which means Bear Cub in the language of 

the Inuit people.  

Keyush loved to roll in the snow and chase birds. The children from the village 

soon joined him, clambering on his back for rides and playing tag. 

But as K’eyush grew bigger and became better and better at hunting, the men of 

the village began to feel jealous of him. “That bear makes us look useless,” they 

grumbled. “He’ll catch so much fish and meat there won’t be enough for all of us 

and our families will go hungry.” 

And the women began to mutter to each other. “He’s getting bigger and bigger – 

he might play with our children nicely now, but what will happen when he is fully 

grown? One day he’ll realise that the children are not his play mates, but they 

are his prey!” 

The villagers met together. They decided that they must kill K’eyush.  

The children, overhearing their plan, where horrified. They ran to Kesuk and her 

bear son. 

“Run away, K’eyush!” they cried. “The men are going to kill you! Run Away now!” 

Kesuk confronted the villagers. “Please I beg you – do not kill my son. He hunts 

for me and I share the food with your wives. He plays with the children- he 

does no harm! I will be so sad and lonely if he goes – he protects me like a son.” 



But her neighbours were determined. They shouted at her, “Kesuk – you know 

what will happen if we have a fully grown bear in our midst – it cannot be! No we 

will kill him. His meat will feed us and his fur will keep us warm. Now go home 

kesuk and don’t interfere with what has to be done!” 

Kesuk ran home and threw her arms around K’eyush’s neck and cried. 

Suddenly there was a great knocking at her door and she was filled with fear. 

But it was only the children from the village, crowding into her little home. “We 

have an idea, Kesuk,” they said. “If k’eyush leaves the village and returns to the 

wild, the grown- ups won’t need to kill him – no one will fear him hurting us if he 

is back with his own kind.” 

“But I will never see him again,” wept Kesuk. “He will grow to adulthood and I 

won’t recognise him from all the other bears.”  

But the children had an answer to that too. They went to the fire and mixed 

soot with some whale blubber to make a black greasy paint. They smeared a 

little of it on K’eyush’s side, a black streak against his white fur. They said “Now 

even though K’eyush has to leave the village he has a special mark and we will 

always know our friend. We will make our fathers promise never to kill the bear 

with the black mark.” 

Kesuk knew that this was the best plan, but her poor heart was breaking. “I will 

always love you, my dearest so,” wept Kesuk, “I fear you will soon forget all 

about me and the happiness we have shared. But go now, go back to your real 

home.”  

K’eyush seemed to understand. He sniffed at her one last time, and rubbed his 

face against hers. Then he trudged away, across the icy wastes. Just once he 

stopped to look at her – and then he was gone. 

Kesuk missed her son terribly and wept great tears that froze on her wrinkled 

cheeks. Time passed, as it does.  

One morning she woke very early after a night full of dreams of K’eyush. 

Before the rest of the village was awake, she went outside and called softly 

across the ice: “K’eyush, my wonderful son, I long to see you again. Please come 

to me.” 



All was silent in the early light, and Kesuk bowed her head against the cold. But 

when she looked up, there was a great white bear coming towards her.  

“My son, is it you?” she whispered. The bear came closer and the old woman 

wondered if it might heat her. But as he drew near, she saw the black smudge 

along his side and she held out her arms. 

K’eyush dropped a pile of freshly caught fish at her feet and rested his great 

head against her shoulder. With tears in her eyes, Kesuk stroked silky white 

ears.  

Then, in silent understanding of what must be, she picked up the fish and 

returned to the village, and K’eyush retreated into the icy wastes. But from 

then on, they met each morning at dawn and the Polar Bear Son never failed to 

bring food to his mother. 

The years went on and Kesuk grew older and more frail, and the day came when 

she realised that her time on earth was drawing to a close. As the first pale 

light of dawn coloured the sky pink, she crept from her house and crossed the 

ice to where K’eyush was waiting for her. She put her arms around his neck, 

burying her face in his soft white fur, and took her last breath.  

K’eyush carried Kesuk back to the village, and laid her gently on the snow, 

keeping watch over his mother until the villagers came.  

 

Comprehension one: (there are 2 days’ worth of comprehension) 

1) How cold is it where the old woman lives, how do you know? (use the first 

paragraph in the story and look for the clues that help answer this) 

2) What was the name of the old woman? 

3) Do you think it was a friendly village? Explain your answer 

4) What did the neighbours bring back to Kesuk? 

5) ‘Though her stomach was full enough, her heart sometimes ached with 

loneliness’  why do you think the author used this expression in this 

story?  

6) What did the hunters find when they were out one day? 

7) The men had two reasons why the cub was there, what were the reasons? 



8) The men gave the cub to the old woman and she was pleased. Why was she 

pleased? 

9) When the cub got warm what happened? 

10) What did the old woman feed the cub? 

11) What do you think blubber is? 

12) Why did Kesuk whisper into the cubs ear? 

13) What one thing is natural for bears to do? 

14) The author says that the bear cub became plump. What do you think this 

means? Was it a good thing that the bear was getting plump? 

15) Who do you think the Inuit people are? 

 

 

Comprehension two: 

1) What did K’eyush love to do? 

     2) Why were the men jealous of K’eyush? 

     3) What did the villagers agree had to happen to K’eyush? 

4) How do you think this made the children feel? 

5) Why do you think the villagers said “you know what will happen if we have 

a fully grown bear in our midst- it cannot be!”? 

     6) How did the children think they could keep K’eyush safe? 

7) What did the children do to the bear to make sure they could identify it 

in the wild? 

8) Do you think K’eyush was happy about returning to the wild? Explain your 

answer using clues from the text. 

9) Why did Kesuke’s tears freeze on her wrinkled cheeks? 

10) How long do you think Kesuk waited until she went looking for K’eyush? 

11) What did the bear bring Kesuk? 



12) What time of the day did K’eyush and Kesuk meet and how often did they 

meet? 

13) ‘and the day came when she realised that her time on earth was drawing 

to a close’  what do you think this sentence means?  

14) Do you think this is a happy story? Please explain you answer – give ideas 

about why you think it is or is not. Use the text to help you.  

 
This is what Kesuk’s village looked like. The homes are made of snow. It is 

cold all year around and there is not much sunlight. There is no 

electricity, no TV no phones. Heat is made using firewood (which has to 

be collected from the forest on the mountain in the background) There is 

plenty of fish but the ice has to be broken to catch them. Whales are 

sometimes killed and caught (the Inuit tribes only kill what they need to 

eat – they never kill for fun or if they already have enough food). They 

travel around using sleds and boots with bottoms that look like tennis 

rackets, this gives them more grip and helps the people walk through the 

snow easily.  

Your writing task is: Imagine that you are one of the children who 

live in the village. Write a letter to your friend, who lives in England 



telling them all about meeting the bear cub and how it grew. Talk about 

how exciting it was when you found that there was a cute bear cub in the 

village. Explain to your friend how much you enjoyed playing with the cub 

and how much fun you had taking rides on its back. Write a paragraph in 

your letter explaining how you felt when the adults decided to get rid of 

the bear. Don’t forget to put some questions into your letter so that your 

friend writes back to you.  

 

TASK 2 

 

 

 
 

Here are two pictures. One is of Kesuk’s home and the other is of a park 

in London. As you can see they are very different. One is extremely cold 

the other is extremely hot. Niether of the pictures has many people in 

(London Park due to the coronavirus lockdown rules). Your second task is 

to compare the two pictures. Write all about the comparative things that 

you can see or know about.  You must use comparative connectives in your 



writing. There are a list of the connectives you could use in the box 

below.  

Here is an example of some sentences you could write. 

The cold white icy air makes everything look bleak, whereas the hot bright 

sunshine makes the grass look green. There are many places to take a seat and 

enjoy the sunshine in London, however in the Inuit village there are no seating 

areas, just cold hard white space. 

Use as many of the connectives as you can and write about both pictures – 

how are they the same? How are they different? 

 
 

Spellings: 
recover redo redirect replay reconstruct 

interfere interact intercept international intermittent 

 

Definitions if you need them: 

The prefix re means ‘again’ 

recover - to cover something over again, to become better again 

redo - to start again, to complete the task a second time 

redirect - to send something in another direction, letters can be 

redirected if you have changed your address 

replay - to play again, you may want to play a game again so you would 

replay it 



reconstruct - to build again, if a building fell down you would reconstruct 

it 

The prefix inter means ‘between’ 

interfere - to get in the way, to meddle 

interact - to do things with other people 

intercept - to seize, take, or stop before something reaches its intended 

destination 

international - involving 2 or more nations 

intermittent - stopping for a time, alternating between starting and 

stopping  

Use your look, cover, write, check for each word. Then use each word in a 

sentence. Try to write a sentence that reflects what is happening in the 

world at the moment. See how many sentences you can write that tell us 

something about the coronavirus. 

e.g.  

We are very lucky to have such a good NHS service that is why many 

patients were able to recover from the Coronavirus.  

 

SCIENCE: 
Last week we looked at all living things and we put them into groups. Can 

you remember what groups we put them into? (mammals, birds, reptiles, 

fish and amphibians) We also found out that there are cold and warm 

blooded creatures.  

 

This week we are going to look more closely at animals we are going to be 

the scientists of John Perry but you will be working from home to do it! 

You may need to go out into your garden (if you have one) or to the park 

or open space near to you (remember all the rules though! – keep your 

distance from other people) 

 

When looking at animals, scientists usually split them into 2 groups first 

of all. These are: 

Vertebrates – which means animals with a backbone 

Invertebrates – which means animals without a backbone. 

 



Can you think of any animals that have back bones? (This should be easy!) 

Now try to think about animals that do not have a backbone (a bit 

harder!)  

  

When a scientist finds a new animal they will first think about that 

question (does it have a back bone?) and they will put it into one of two 

groups like this… 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next the scientists will look more closely at the animal. They will record 

what the animal has or what it looks like in more detail. So they will think 

about all of these things: 

➢ How many legs does it have 

➢ Does it have fur or skin 

➢ Does it have antennae (little feelers that come out of its head) 

➢ How many body parts does it have? 

➢ Does it have wings? 

➢ Is its body smooth or hairy? 

➢ Does it live above or below ground? (Where was it found?) 

➢ Does it have any limbs (arms and legs) if so how many? 

Here is a list of animals. Your first task is to group them into vertebrates and 

invertebrates. You can write them into a simple chart like we usually do in 

science, or you can draw them if you love to draw!  

Vertebrates Invertebrates 

  

 

Dog, cat, mouse, chicken, elephant, gnu, antelope, deer, sheep, worm, jelly fish,  

Cow, horse, caterpillar, whale, canary, eel, slug,   

Has a backbone 

Elephant 

Cat 

Mouse 

fish 

Does not have a backbone 

Worm 

Slug 

snail 



Your second task is to go on a bug hunt. Take a container with you that you can 

catch bugs in. (an old yogurt pot or a small jam jar with you or half of an old 

plastic water bottle will do) Take some kitchen towel or paper too this will act 

like a lid and can be used to help collect/pick up any bugs you may come across.  

➢ Only collect one bug per container 

➢ Try not to touch them by hand 

➢ Remember where you get the bugs from – they need to go back there 

(you would not like it if somebody took you from your home and then left 

you somewhere else) 

➢ Don’t leave them in the containers for too long 

➢ When you get home draw the bug and study it at quickly and as carefully 

as you can 

➢ If you have a tray that you can put the bug in tip it into the tray while 

you study it. 

Your second task is to draw a picture of the bug or bugs you have found. What 

does it look like? Does it have wings? Does it have antennae? Does it have any 

spots? How many legs does it have? Do you know what your bug is called?  

 

FEATURES OF BUGS ARE: 

 This is a dark edge bee-fly. That pointy bit on the 

tip of his nose is called a proboscis. It is used to collect nectar, but in some 

insects it is used to sting you (like a mosquito) 



  This is a wood lice its body is made up of 

segments. They look like bits that have been slotted together.  

   

This moth has 2 antennae above its dark round black eyes. They are used to feel 

the air and sense danger. They use them to find food too! 

 

 This is a stag beetle. At the top of his head he has two pinchers they are called 

mandibles. An insect will use these to hold their prey in one place so they can 

eat it. 

  

 Most insects have three parts to their body. These are the head, the thorax 

(which is like the chest part) and the abdomen (which is like the belly) 



  

This is a dragonfly. It has 2 pairs of wings. The wings at the front are called 

forewings and those at the back are called hindwings. (Did you know each pair of 

wings flap in the opposite direction to the other pair)  

 

These are all beetles. Beetles usually have 6 legs. Some of these beetles also 

have a hard shell or a wing case. The ladybird hides its wings under its spotted 

back hard case.  

 

Imagine you are a scientist and you have just discovered a new specimen.  

A specimen is a particular plant or animal that scientists study and look at to 

find out all about it. They look at how many legs it has, what colour it is, 

whether it has wings, spots, antennae or any other features. When they have 

done all this they give their specimen a name.  Your third task is to draw a 

picture of an imaginary specimen that you have found. It could be a mixture of 

some insects or bugs that you already know. (You might want to mix a ladybird 

with a dragonfly but have grasshopper legs or mix an ant with a butterfly and 

have a bee sting and woodlice body) Draw your imaginary bug and label it. Give 

your imaginary beetle/bug a name.   

Maths next… 



Study the facts about the animals of the African Savannah. Place these animals in order of height starting 



with the tallest down to the shortest. 

Animal  Height Tallest 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Height Shortest 

Now place the animals in order of length. Start with the shortest 

Animal Shortest 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Longest 



Now place the animals in order of weight. Start with the lightest 

Animal Lightest 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 Heaviest 

Find the combined height of these animals. Example: the combined height of a 

giraffe and a lion is – Giraffe=5.3m  &  Lion = 1.2m  so 5.3 +1.2 = 6.5m therefore 

the combined height of a lion and giraffe is 6.5m 

giraffe topi  

zebra leopard  

hippo elephant  

rhino lion  

Now make up some of your own combinations (about 5 more) 

 

Now find the combined weight of these animals. Example: elephant=6.000kg & 

giraffe = 1.516kg so the combined weight is 6.000 + 1.516 =7.516 therefore the 

total weight of an elephant and a giraffe is 7.516kg 

elephant rhino  

topi hippo  

zebra leopard  

hyena giraffe  

Now make up some of your own combinations (about 5 more) 

 



EXTENSION QUESTIONS: 

1) What is the total weight of all the animals? 

2) What is the total length of all the animals? 

3) What is the total height of all the animals? 

4) What is the difference in cm of the tallest animal and the shortest 

animal? 

5) What is the difference between the lightest and the heaviest animal? 

6) How many grams lighter is the lightest animal to the heaviest animal? 

7) If a double decker bus is approximately 4m high how many busses would 

be the same height as 20 giraffes? 

8) If the London eye is 135m tall how many hippos could stand one on top of 

the other to be the same height? 

9) If a bar of gold weighs 12kg how many bars of gold is equal to 2 giraffes? 

10) If a lion has to eat 1kg of food for each 2kg it weighs how much food 

does an average lion eat? 

PSHE / music-   

Right now things are a little different. We have not been to school, seen our 

friends or even seen some of our family. There are lots of things we are advised 

not to do. We should not travel unnecessarily, we should not stand close to 

people, we should not visit friend’s homes. One thing we ARE allowed to do is to 

listen to music. Listening to music improves our mental well-being and 

boosts our physical health in surprising and astonishing ways. 

1. Music can make you happier. 

2. Music can make you feel calm and improve health. 

3. Music can help you sleep better. 

4. Music can help you eat less. 

5. Music can strengthen learning and memory. 

6. Music can improve verbal intelligence.  

7. Music can help the mind and body work together.  
 

 



Visit https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcbkcj6/articles/zc7m7p3 

 

 

 

Remember that all the things that are going on in our world today may make us 

feel: scared, worried, anxious, lonely, bored, restless, cut off, confused and 

unsure. Music is great! It can help us to forget about our worries. It can lift our 

spirits. It helps us to remember happier times. It brings us closer to those we 

love – even if they are not with us. Singing songs helps you with your vocabulary 

and your comprehension. You have two tasks for music. 

 

Task one  

➢ Listen to some music and write down all your feelings as you listen. How 

does the music make you feel? Which instruments can you identify? Why 

does this music make you feel the way you do? Do your feelings change as 

the music goes on? What do you feel like when it is all over? 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zcbkcj6/articles/zc7m7p3


Task two 

➢ Make a list of all the different kind of music you listen to and how it 

makes you feel. Remember that some music will make you feel differently 

to others. Some music you will listen to with friends, other music you may 

listen to with family and some you may listen to at school or in a church.  

➢ Your list should include the title of the music, the artist or composer, 

who you listen to the music with and how the music makes you feel.  

Example:  

I listen to ‘Morning has broken’ it is by Eleanor Farjeon. The version I like is 

sung by Cat Stevens (who is known as Yusuf Islam now). When I listen to it, it 

makes me appreciate God and all the things he does for us. It brings me closer 

to those I pray with and makes me feel at peace.  

I listen to ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams. This song makes me want to dance 

around my kitchen. It reminds me of school assemblies and how happy John 

Perry is as a school. 

Try to list at least 5 songs that make you feel different things and remind 

you of different things/people. 

Family project: 

Why not try making your very own musical instruments. (We know you made 

some fantastic ones earlier in the year). Can you take some pictures of your 

instruments and share them with us via the e-mail address for year 4. 

Here are some examples: Or visit https://feltmagnet.com/crafts/Music-Instruments-for-Kids-to-

Make 

 

https://feltmagnet.com/crafts/Music-Instruments-for-Kids-to-Make
https://feltmagnet.com/crafts/Music-Instruments-for-Kids-to-Make


 

 

 

R.E. 

In the story of the old woman and her son. The villagers became jealous of 

K’eyush because he caught more fish than they could. The jealousy ate at them 

and in the end they decided that the bear had to go. They were prepared to kill 

the bear to get rid of it. If the children had not drawn the black mark on its 

side, and made the villagers promise not to kill him, the bear would have died 

and the old woman would never have had all those mornings with her ‘son’. 

Your task for R.E this week is to write a poem about jealousy. Try to include the 

negative effects of jealousy. Jealousy is sometimes referred to as the green 

eyed monster. In many of the holy books it reminds us that jealousy is a sin. Try 

to include what people of faith are taught about jealousy and what they should 

do if they feel jealous.  



HISTORY: 

In the story of the old woman and her son we learn that the Inuit Tribe lived a 

simple life. They woke up when it was light and went to bed when it was dark. 

They used fires fed by wood and seal or whale blubber to cook on or to keep 

them warm. They wore clothes made from the fur of the animals that they 

killed for food. They told stories to each other and spent time together as a 

village. The children all played together and got along. They only caught enough 

food for the day, no food went to waste.  

The story of the old woman and her son is from long ago and has been told many 

times.  

The Inuit tribe were sometimes called Eskimos.  Traditionally the men were the 

hunters and gatherers and the women stayed at home and looked after the 

children, cooked, cleaned and generally kept home. Most Inuit Tribes live in the 

Northern parts of Canada and in Alaska.  

There homes were called Igloos and were made from blocks of snow. The whole 

family helped to build the home. Here is a picture of a family building an igloo.  

 

The Inuit Tribe made clothes from the fur and skin of animals that they killed 

for food. One of their most common coats is called a Parka. We wear Parkas now 

they are long backed coats with a warm fur lining and a large hood (usually with 

fur around the edge). The Inuit women wore coats that were several sizes 

bigger than needed, this was so they could carry babies around on their backs 

and still work.  

 



Here is a picture of a family wearing Parka’s. 

 

Hunting was a big part of the Inuit life. They hunted sea animals like whales, 

seals, bears and fish. To help them get across the icy ground they used teams 

of husky dogs (these breed of dogs come from wolves). The dogs would help 

them pull heavy loads across the snow, they would pull their sleds, hunt out seals 

for the men and they would bark a warning if a bear was around. While the men 

waited to catch the seals and fishes they would watch the Northern Lights. The 

Northern lights are a natural occurrence in the sky when it looks as if strange 

lights are travelling across the sky.  Here is a picture of what the Northern 

lights might look like. 

  

Inuit’s believed that their ancestors could be seen in these light and they told 

stories to the children using ideas from the light. The Inuit’s had to travel 

across icy waters to find the fish. They would cut a hole in the ice and sit and 

wait for hours and hours until they caught the fish or seals. Then they would 

transport them back to solid ground by loading them onto a qajag. A qajag is now 

known as a kayak.  

 



Here is a picture of a Kayak and a picture of some husky dogs pulling a sled. 

 

 Look how cold it is, white snow around the icy waters! 

 

There are a team of 8 husky dogs here pulling a sled with lots of things on it.  

When we compare how the Inuit’s live and how we live it is very different. We 

have many inventions that make our life easier. The Inuit lifestyle is very harsh.  

 

Your task is to write a report about how inventions that we use now and which 

make our lives easier could help the Inuit’s if they were to have them. 

Think about the following things:  

▪ Electricity – think about all the things we use that use electricity 

▪ Transport- think of all the ways we travel which are so simple 

▪ Communication- think about letter writing, e-mailing, texting, phoning 

▪ Education- think about schools and how often you usually attend and what 

you do 



▪ Homes- think about our homes, we have running water (hot and cold) we 

have double glazed windows, we have central heating, we have kitchens, 

we have bedrooms, some of us have gardens. 

The title of your report is: 

How modern inventions could help the Inuit Tribes. 

Make your report an informative text.  While you do not want to write a report 

which will cause offence to any Inuit’s, you need to explain how our life is so 

simple because of all the things available to us. Remember to paragraph your 

report. You are trying to say “The Inuit’s live this way, but imagine if they had 

all the things we have, then they could live this way”  

Do it this way: 

I. Introduction- explain who the Inuit’s are and how they live 

II. First paragraph- explain how Inuit’s have a hard life (not too much detail) 

and then explain how just a few things could make a big difference.  

III. Second paragraph- explain how our life is so simple, we can do things at 

the touch of a button or we can move around easily then make a 

comparison to how the Inuit’s would have to plan ahead and how 

everything takes longer. 

IV. Conclusion- write about how we can learn from the Inuit tribe and how 

they could benefit from the way we do things.  

 

 

Look out for an attached file with a fun quiz for you and your family to do… 


